„Let's build our dream! Future houses - new challenges, new solutions”
Coimbra, 2008

I had a wonderful dream...
I saw a fabulous, sunlit house, all made of glass, wood and stone... It was placed in a forest, but
didn't invade its very essence - trees going through it, the roof covered with all plants I could
imagine, the walls growing out of ground so that they seemed to be one and the same... The house
was likewise flexible - some wooden walls could move, adjusting it's shape to my will or need.
It was unusual due to both its primal simplicity and the complexity, due to the way it harmonized
with the area, absolutely ecological, using solar and hydro power, interfering with nature, being a
part of it...
I was inexpressibly charmed, couldn't stop staring at it - so ideal, so supernal!
Suddenly, I felt strange - something didn't fit in the scene. I understood it was just a beautiful vision,
an abstract dream, quite impossible to realize.
Many days I spent thinking only of it, trying to accept the sad reality. And then I noticed an
advertisement of your course.
"God, that's it! It must be a sign from heavens! I must be there!", I thought.
My sorrow changed into wild joy when I realised it's nonetheless possible! Unfortunately I don't
know yet how, and you are the only ones who can teach me this. So let me satisfy my desire of
knowledge, let me get rid of my doubt, let's meet in Sunny Portugal!
Activity specific questions
How much efficient can you be with portuguese wine?
And how much efficient can you be with polish vodka?:) let's try it:)
Can you survive to the Portuguese Sun?
Umph, it's sunbright that no sun can defeat me:)
How many days can you take without sleeping?
Days full of fun and involving work, rhytm of salsa, sunny sky and - what's the most important thing
in it - gorgeous people, can wholly compensate lack of sleep :)

